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Abstract Seismic activity has increased in the Kanto region, Japan, following the 2011 M9.0 Tohoku
earthquake. We here reassess this increase up to June 2014, to show that normal, Omori-like relaxation
characterizes the activity on crustal faults as well as on the Philippine Sea plate, but not on the deeper
Pacific plate. There repeating earthquakes display a twofold rate of occurrence (still ongoing in June 2014) as
compared to the pre-Tohoku rate, suggesting enhanced creep. We compute the Coulomb stress changes
on the upper locked portion of the Philippine Sea plate, which last ruptured in 1923. We find that this fault
was little affected by either the coseismic, the postseismic, the accelerated creep, or the 2011 Boso silent
slip event.

1. Introduction
The Kanto region that hosts Tokyo and its 25 million inhabitants is characterized by a double subduction: the
Philippine Sea plate (PHS) subducts northward at shallow depth underneath the North American plate (NA)
and the Pacific plate (PAC) dives beneath both PHS and NA at greater depth [Ishida, 1992; Wu et al., 2007], cf.
Figure 1a. The updip portion (depth z less than 20 km) of the PHS plate is known to be locked [Sagiya, 2004;
Nishimura et al., 2007] and to accumulate stress, its failure can cause destructive earthquakes, like the M7.9
Kanto earthquake that stroke the region in 1923. Kanto lies just off the 2011, M9.0 Tohoku rupture, although
one of the biggest aftershocks, of magnitude M7.9, occurred off-coast Kanto, extending the megathrust rup-
ture zone more to the south. The question as to whether the 2011 megathrust rupture and its aftershocks have
hastened or not the future occurrence of a large earthquake in the Kanto region is of paramount importance,
given the dense population and potential economic loss that would result from such a catastrophic event.
Consequences of the Tohoku earthquake were studied in the Kamaichi area where an increase in repeating
earthquakes magnitude was observed [Uchida et al., 2015].

Toda and Stein [2013] observed an increase in seismicity after the 2011 shock in Kanto region, developing
into a constant rate of earthquakes 2.9 times higher than the prior rate. This rate increase appears consistent
with both positive changes in Coulomb stress resolved on deep portions of their proposed Kanto fragment,
in particular, as well as with a clear tendency for Coulomb stress changes to be positive when computed
using the focal mechanisms of earthquakes that occurred prior to the main shock [Ishibe et al., 2011]. Uchida
and Matsuzawa [2013] likewise document a ninefold increase compared to pre-Tohoku rate, in the rate of
repeating earthquakes (their area 16) from April to December 2011, which marks the end of their analysis
period. Also, Hirose et al. [2012] argued that the Tohoku earthquake hastened the occurrence of the recurrent
slow slip event (SSE) off Boso, on the PHS plate. All these observations (see also Somerville [2014]) suggest
that a significant increase in stress loading was brought up in the Kanto region by the 2011 main shock.

We here dwell on the study by Toda and Stein [2013] in order (i) to investigate how the change in seismicity
has evolved with 18 extra months of data and (ii) to monitor time variations in creeping rate at depth on the
PHS plate as evidenced by repeating earthquake time series and how this change in creep more particularly
affected the locked updip portion of the PHS plate.

2. Changes in Seismicity Caused by the Mw9.0 Tohoku Earthquake

Toda and Stein [2013] observed changes in seismicity due to the Tohoku earthquake between 2009 and 2012
in the area delimited by the black rectangle in Figure 1b. They found that seismicity remained constant from
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Tectonic settings of Japan. (a) Black rectangle showing the Kanto area. Box: Simplified view of the plates interaction with depth along the brown line
AB (no scale). (b) Brown rectangle showing the source of the October 2011 slow slip event (SSE) in the Boso area [Hirose et al., 2012], the brown dots represent
the swarm earthquakes that accompanied it. The source of the 1923 Kanto earthquake [Matsu’ura and Iwasaki, 1983] is shown in green. The black rectangle
delimits the area studied here. The red line shows the southern limit of the 2011 Tohoku rupture based on the locations of its immediate aftershocks, the red star
is the epicenter of the M7.9 aftershock that occurred half an hour after the main shock. The purple boxes show the areas where repeating earthquakes have been
observed for the 1979–2003 period [Kimura et al., 2006; Uchida et al., 2009]. We here study repeating earthquakes in areas F, G, and H of Kimura et al. [2006] only,
for the 2004—2014 period.

the end of 2011 throughout the whole of 2012, suggesting that the loading of active portions of the megath-
rust faults in Kanto has reached a new, accelerated, steady rate. They were able to fit the time series with a
rate-and-state model driven by Coulomb stress changes brought by both the M9.0 and its M7.9 aftershock,
resolved on individual fault planes. To do so, they needed to raise the stress loading rate from 0.25 to 0.7
bar/year, hence, a 2.8 times increase. According to their study, this translates into a 2.5-fold increase of the
estimated probability that a M ≥ 7.0 earthquake will strike the region in the 5 years after the M9.0 main shock.

We analyze the updated Japan Meteorological Agency earthquake catalog spanning from January 2009 to
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Figure 2. Number of earthquakes versus magnitude in the Kanto
region (black box in Figure 1b), for the pre- and post-Tohoku
periods. The magnitude of completeness is taken equal to 2.0 for
the overall period.

June 2014 with newly added events after
Tohoku, in the same area (black rectangle
in Figure 1b), to show that, while the relax-
ation actually resumed after 2012, hence
after the time period analyzed by Toda
and Stein [2013], this relaxation is anoma-
lously slow in the 30 to 85 km depth
interval which characterizes subduction
seismicity.

Changes in earthquake rate over time
are computed; in order to make sure
that these changes do not come from a
bias due to a change in magnitude of
completeness Mc, we estimate the latter
before and after the Tohoku earthquake,
in the Kanto area (Figure 2). We find that
Mc=1.5 for the 1 January 2009 to 11 March
2011 period and Mc =2.0 after 11 March
2011. The latter Mc applies shortly after
the main shock: M≥ 2.0 earthquakes are
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Figure 3. (top) Cumulative number of M ≥ 2 earthquakes in the Kanto
area located at depth between 0 and 100 km. The black line indicates
the occurrence of Tohoku. (bottom) Magnitude versus time. The period
characterized by a constant increased rate of 3.5 per day ended after
about 300 days. A slow relaxation then resumed.

complete after 10 days past the main
shock, and this period of completeness
at Mc = 2.0 possibly extends even ear-
lier in time, although the limited number
of earthquakes then prevent us from
being definite.

The seismicity rate in the area of Kanto is
constant during the pre-Tohoku period
(2009 to 11 March 2011) and then
increases after the Tohoku earthquake
until reaching a plateau after 90 days
(Figure 3). This plateau lasts for about
300 days. This regime is coherent with
the analysis of Toda and Stein [2013] and
affects the whole of Kanto. However, we
find that it did not last past this interval
of 300 days; relaxation then resumed as
normally expected. This observation is
further confirmed when removing after-
shocks from the data and calculating the
background seismicity using the method
of Marsan et al. [2013], see Figure 4.

All depth intervals do not show the
same behavior (Figure 5). Crustal depths

(0–30 km) undergo an increase of seismicity after the Tohoku earthquake that is well fitted by an Omori-Utsu
law𝜆(t)=K∕(t+c)p+𝜇, where𝜆 is the earthquake rate and𝜇 the pre-Tohoku rate; we find an exponent p=1.14
by maximizing the likelihood for inhomogeneous Poisson statistics (red curve in Figure 5a), up to a second
rate increase in October 2011 corresponding to the occurrence of a SSE in Boso [Hirose et al., 2012, 2014]. The
seismicity rate then resumes the pre-Tohoku value about 1 year after the main shock. An omori-Utsu decay
is only asymptotic; we thus here use the 125% level, i.e., the rate equals 125% of the preseismic rate, to arbi-
trarily fix a characteristic time. We find that the fitted Omori-Utsu law is back to this 125% level after 408 days.
Visually, the slope of Figure 5a after mid-2012 is indistinguishable from the pre-Tohoku rate. The seismicity
then increases again due to a 1 week long swarm in the Boso area at the beginning of 2014.
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Figure 4. Background seismicity rate for M ≥ 2 earthquakes computed
with the method described in Marsan et al. [2013], again showing a
transient regime with a constant background rate from +90 to +390
days after Tohoku, followed by further relaxation.

Between 30 and 85 km depth, a low
p value of 0.71 is needed to fit the
Omori-Utsu law (Figure 5b). This points
to an anomalously slow relaxation of the
stress imparted by the main shock and its
M7.9 aftershock. Anomalously low p val-
ues were calculated by Nanjo et al. [2013]
(p = 0.44 ± 0.09 for M3 earthquakes up
to 30 May 2012) and needed by Toda
and Stein [2013] (p = 0.44 ± 0.07 for
M3 earthquakes) to model the seismic-
ity in Kanto up to 2012 without changing
the background rate. We calculated the
p value needed for M ≥ 3 earthquakes
between 0 and 150 km in the area stud-
ied by Nanjo et al. and found that p=0.71;
this low value is the same as the one for
30 ≤ z ≤ 85 km, owing to the fact that the
seismicity is mostly found at subduction
depths. This slow relaxation is here found
to be valid up to June 2014, without any
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Figure 5. (top) Cumulative number of earthquakes for the Kanto area at crustal (0–30 km), intermediate (30–85 km), and greater depths (z > 85 km). Fits by a
constant occurrence rate in the pre-Tohoku phase and by an Omori-Utsu law after the Tohoku earthquake are shown in color. (bottom) Magnitude versus time.

apparent departure from this trend and to only characterize subduction depths. The relaxation at these depths
was still going on by June 2014; if it were to continue unchanged, the seismicity rate would reach 125% of the
post-Tohoku rate after 19 years (i.e., in 2030).

To check how peculiar this slow relaxation is, we looked at the cumulative number of earthquakes in the
northern part of Honshu for rectangular areas of 1∘ × 1∘ at subduction depths under the land. The only areas
that show an increase in seismicity are the ones closest to the Tohoku earthquake epicenter (see supporting
information). The rest of subduction seismicity underneath Honshu resumed the pre-Tohoku rate within less
than 2 years, unlike Kanto where one can speculate about ongoing creep in the transition zone that potentially
affects the loading of the updip PHS interface.

At greater depth (z > 85 km), the effect of the Tohoku earthquake is not as strong as for 30 < z < 85 km
(Figure 5c), at least for M≥2.0 earthquakes. We find a+18% increase in rate between the pre- and post-Tohoku
periods, with both periods characterized by a nearly constant rate. The probability that the observed 357
earthquakes with M≥ 3.0 earthquakes after the main shock could be due to natural fluctuations in a homo-
geneous Poisson process with rate equal to the pre-Tohoku rate is 2.7 × 10−5, implying that this rate change,
although very moderate, is statistically significant. Furthermore, we checked that the observed+18% increase
in seismicity is not due to a change of Mc.

Increased seismic activity in Kanto can be potentially linked to the local maximum in postseismic slip found
from GPS inversion offshore Kanto [Ozawa et al., 2011, 2012; Perfettini and Avouac, 2014]. This maximum is
well evidenced by a change in direction of the surface displacement vectors between the coseismic and the
postseismic phases. Using 512 GPS stations in central and northern Japan, we fit the measured postseismic
displacements as U(t) = a×log(1+t∕𝜏)+b×t, where U is the displacement component (east, north, or up) and
t is the time (in days) after the Tohoku earthquake, up to 22 September 2012. A least squares fit is performed
from the first sample after Tohoku, accounting for the uncertainties in the displacement increments. We use
the best fits to extrapolate the postseismic displacements up to 1 year after the main shock and plot them
together with the coseismic displacements (Figure 6). The local slip maximum at depth is evidenced by GPS
stations for which postseismic displacement is relatively strong and presents a clockwise rotation from the
coseismic displacement direction. This local maximum could be partly explained by the occurrence of an SSE
on Boso area right after Tohoku earthquake [Kato et al., 2014] but also in October of the same year [Hirose et al.,
2012, 2014]. Viscoelastic relaxation was hypothesized close to Tohoku-oki rupture [Watanabe et al., 2014; Sun
et al., 2014]; for the Kanto area, there is no evidence of such made of relaxation since the closest GPS seafloor
station (CHOS) indicates a SE movement. We thus make the assumption that the GPS displacements are mostly
due to afterslip for the Kanto area.

We conclude from this analysis of seismicity that, while crustal activity was only affected for about 1 year after
the main shock, deep portions of the PAC and PHS subducting slabs exhibit changes that have not, so far, fully
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. Coseismic (red arrows) and postseismic (black arrows) horizontal inland displacements along with estimated coseismic (red contour with 4 m interval)
and postseismic slip (black contour with 0.2 m interval) on the PAC plate, after Ozawa et al. [2011] who studied postseismic slip from 12 to 25 March 2011. The
black star is the Tohoku earthquake epicenter, and gray dots are aftershocks. The source of the October 2011 Boso SSE is shown in red rectangle [Hirose et al.,
2012]. (b) Zoom in on the Kanto area (black rectangle in Figure 6a). The reference point is the northernmost station in Hokkaido.

relaxed. In fact, the observed relaxation of activity in the 30–85 km depth range is anomalously slow (p expo-
nent of 0.66, well below the typical 1.0 value). GPS displacements clearly suggest that off-rupture postseismic
slip developed in Kanto after the Tohoku earthquake. This slip was potentially still going on in June 2014, as
evidenced by seismicity. We now further investigate this particular depth range, by analyzing time series of
repeating earthquakes occurring on both subducting plates, to resolve variations in creeping rate.

3. Repeating Earthquakes

Repeating earthquakes (REs) are earthquakes that break a common asperity with nearly identical rupture
lengths. REs have been found in California, most notably on the Parkfield segment of the San Andreas Fault
[Nadeau et al., 1995], and in Japan [Matsuzawa et al., 2002], including the Kanto region [Kimura et al., 2006], as
well as other parts of the world [e.g., Chen et al., 2007; Bouchon et al., 2011]. In order to repeatedly rupture the
same fault patch, the stress-bearing asperity must be mechanically isolated to some extent from other neigh-
boring asperities. The picture according to which these asperities are surrounded by a velocity-strengthening
(i.e., creeping) fault zone has thus emerged. Departure from such a periodic, hence stationary, regime can
reveal either stress interactions between asperities, changes in creeping rate, or complexity in the rupture
process [Schaff et al., 1998; Nadeau and McEvilly, 1999; Lengliné and Marsan, 2009; Bouchon et al., 2011].

We here study the occurrence rate of REs in the Kanto region, in order to measure how slow slip at depth has
been perturbed by the 2011 M9.0 main shock on both subducting plates. Following the work of Kimura et al.
[2006], who identified clusters of REs at several locations on the Philippine Sea plate interface, we limit our
study to their three areas that contain the most REs for their 1989–2003 period (areas F, G, and H, see Figure 1)
but did not consider their area D [see Kimura et al., 2006, Figure 3] which hosts the earthquake swarms related
to the recurrent Boso slow slip event [Hirose et al., 2012, 2014; Ozawa, 2014]. REs were found in these three
areas at depths greater than 20 km, that are characteristic of the transition zone between the locked portion
of the fault updip and the downdip freely slipping part. At these depths, low seismic coupling is found on the
Philippine Sea plate [Sagiya, 2004; Nishimura et al., 2007], possibly as a result of the mixture of asperities and
invading creeping patches.
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Figure 7. An example of two repeating earthquakes (9 April 2006
M = 3.1 and 4 April 2011 M=3.4) with coherence greater than 0.9 at
seven stations. The windowed 1.5–8 Hz band-pass filtered aligned
normalized waveforms are shown for all seven stations. The time axis
is arbitrarily offset from one station to the next, for better readability.
(bottom) Occurrence times and magnitudes of the seven earthquakes
forming the sequence which contains the 9 April 2006 and 4 April
2011 earthquakes. The vertical line marks the date of the M9.0
main shock.

We analyzed the waveforms of all M≥ 1.0,
z <100 km earthquakes from 2004 to June
2014, that are located in these three
areas, as listed in the Japan Meteorolog-
ical Agency data set, following a method
derived from Got et al. [1994] and Lengliné
and Marsan [2009]. Two minute long
records sampled at 100 Hz of the verti-
cal component at the closest 10 Hi-net
stations were processed. For each pair of
earthquakes and each recording station,
the mean coherency in the 1.5 Hz–8 Hz
band was computed, for a 512 sample-long
window initially centered on the P wave
arrival. Time delays were also computed
in the same frequency band, by linearly
fitting the coherency phase weighted
by the coherency squared modulus. An
iterative procedure that aligns the two
waveforms and then recomputes the
coherency and time delays on the new 512
sample-long windows allows to optimize
the mean coherency and the accuracy of
the estimated delay. We then selected all
earthquake pairs characterized by a mean

coherency greater than 0.9 for at least four stations, which is the minimum number in order to resolve the
relative locations, by least squares fitting the time delays. Time delays are then used to compute the rela-
tive coordinates of the two earthquakes, each pair separately. We used the NIED velocity model to do so.
We are here only interested in the distance d between each two earthquakes, for the pairs that passed the
selection criterion. Rupture overlap is calculated by comparing d with the rupture radii L1 and L2 of the two
earthquakes, with L = (7Mo∕16Δ𝜎)1∕3 [Eshelby, 1957], for a Δ𝜎 = 30 bar stress drop. For two earthquakes to
be repeating instances of a nearly identical rupture, we require d < max{L1, L2}, and their magnitudes to
differ by 0.5 or less. This criterion is fundamental to make sure that two repeating earthquakes come from
the same asperity. Indeed, only 10% of earthquakes that presented a mean coherency of 0.9 or more for at
least four stations were really repeating earthquakes. We finally group together all pairs of REs that share a
common earthquake and iterate until no earthquake belongs to distinct groups.

Figure 7 shows an example of two earthquakes (9 April 2006 M = 3.1 and 4 April 2011 M = 3.4) with aligned
waveforms at the seven stations with mean coherency greater than 0.9. These two earthquakes are found to
be distant by 96.5±3.1 m and thus have a strong rupture overlap since L1 =186 m and L2 =263 m. An identical
method, but based on the cross correlation of 1.5–8 Hz band-pass filtered waveforms rather than coherency,
gives d = 132 ± 18 m, which still corresponds to a strong overlap. These two earthquakes are part of an RE
sequence that counts eight occurrences, see Figure 7. This sequence is clearly not periodic nor are the large
majority of the other sequences. Perturbation by the 2011 M9.0 main shock can explain this nonperiodicity,
but asperity interactions are likely to play a role too, as, for example, evidenced by the first two ruptures in
this particular sequence, that occur in the pre-Tohoku period and are separated by only 116 days.

We find 105 RE sequences, grouping 355 earthquakes, with the largest sequence counting as many as 17
earthquakes. The sequences are approximately equally distributed on the two plates, see Figure 8. In order to
capture a common trend in creeping rate, we stack the occurrence time series of all RE sequences separately
for the two plates, cf. Figure 9. We checked that the cumulative slip (instead of cumulative number) time series
follow very similar trends to these. Many stations among the 10 in our set were not operational before April
2006, which thus marks the beginning of the stable interseismic period we were able to resolve.

Following a sudden increase and subsequent relaxation after the M9.0 main shock, the REs located in the
Pacific plate were still occurring in June 2014 at a rate 2.1 higher than the interseismic rate. This high rate
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Figure 8. Map and cross section of the repeating earthquakes, color
coded according to the plate they are located in. Only earthquakes
within the dashed box are analyzed (areas F, G, and H of Kimura et al.
[2006]). The two rectangular fault surfaces defined in section 4 are
shown in green (fault A on PHS) and red (fault B on PAC); their upper
limits are at 42 km and 60 km depth, respectively (thick lines).

has remained stationary for 1 year prior to
this date. The ratio of 2.1 is robust when
testing other RE selection criteria (i.e., by
changing the minimum degree of rupture
overlap and the magnitude difference).

In contrast, the RE occurrence rate in the
Philippine Sea plate exhibits a clear relax-
ation following the initial increase after
11 March 2011. We fit this rate with an
Omori-Utsu law with 𝜇=15.8 per year for
the interseismic RE rate. Two fits are com-
puted: (1) the first by taking into account
all RE occurrences between 11 March
2011 and June 2014 and (2) by fitting
only the REs occurring between 11 March
2011 and 1 July 2012, which marks the
beginning of a significant increase in rate,
see Figure 9. According to these mod-
els, the rate increase ranges between
+18% and +28% after 3 years and should
decay quickly to a value ranging between
+2.6% and +5.7% after 10 years (i.e.,
in 2021). These estimates indicate that
the increase is much less than the cur-
rent +110% increase experienced by the
Pacific plate. Although there is a clear
increase set after January 2014, more data
are needed to see whether this is a long
lasting increase or a short transient as in
11 July 2012.

An 80 day long increase is also observed
from July to September 2012 for the
Philippine Sea plate, that we could not
relate to any evident cause like a strong,
local shock, triggering extra seismic activ-

ity. During this time interval, only two REs occurred in the Pacific plate, which is an anomalously low number.
This suggests that an increase in slip might have taken place on the Philippine Sea plate, with a slip rate 6
times higher than the interseismic rate according to our RE time series (hence, a total slip of 32 mm, taking
the interseismic rate of 25 mm/year estimated for segment O in Nishimura et al. [2007]) and that it reduced the
stressing rate on the deeper Pacific interface. Coulomb stress was computed with the source (with 32 mm slip)
and receiver faults described in the following section. We find a Coulomb stress change of +0.012 bars. This
very low stress change implies that direct mechanical interactions between the two plates are insignificant,
at least with the small area of the PHS plate imaged by the locations of our REs. Finally, visual inspection of the
GPS displacements at stations just above this area do not reveal any obvious sign of accelerated convergence
during this period. Our source dislocation would generate a 0.7 mm (horizontal) and 3 mm (vertical) maximum
surface displacement, which is about the measurement error of 1 day solution for GPS displacements.

4. Discussion

REs time series indicate that both plates have undergone accelerated creep in their transition zones at depth in
the Kanto region. For the Pacific plate, which hosted the M9.0 rupture farther up North, this acceleration is still
strong in 2014 and does not show any clear sign of relaxation as yet. We investigate whether this observation
is consistent with static stress triggering. We model the geometry of the two areas in which we find REs: for
REs on the PHS interface (fault A of Figure 8) we assume a 253∘ strike and 28.4∘ dip [Kimura et al., 2006]. The
Euler poles of Nishimura et al. [2007] then impose a rake angle of 87∘ for the 35 km × 30 km rectangular patch
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Figure 9. Repeating earthquakes time series, for the two plates taken
separately. The occurrence date of the M9.0 Tohoku earthquake is
indicated by a thick vertical line. Two Omori-Utsu laws are shown for
the Philippine Sea plate when fitting from 11 March 2011 to 11 July
2012 (orange) and from 11 March 2011 to June 2014 (blue), see text.
The 80 day long transient in rate (July to September 2012) is delimited
for the two plates by the vertical lines.

that contains our REs, consistent with
the almost pure inverse mechanisms of
most REs found in this area by Kimura
et al. [2006]. For REs on the PAC plate
upper surface (fault B of Figure 8), we
take the strike, dip, and rake angles of
zone D of Nishimura et al. [2007], i.e., 192∘,
23∘, and 95∘, respectively, and define a
30 km × 30 km fault surface.

We compute the change in Coulomb
stress at the center of our two faults, for
a friction coefficient of 0.4, that would
result from 1 m of pure dip slip on
individual triangular dislocations paving
the Pacific plate surface. We used the
same dislocations as Perfettini and Avouac
[2014], that are based on the modeled
plate surface of Hayes et al. [2012]. Almost
all dislocations contribute positively to
an increase in Coulomb stress on fault B
(Figure 10b), except for two triangles very
close to the fault due to errors and mis-
match in geometrical modeling between
the paving and our definition of fault B.
This positive Coulomb stress changes are
expected given the simple and regular
geometry of the plate. For fault A located

on the Philippine Sea plate, positive contributions are found for a roughly SSW-NNE trending band of the
Pacific plate, cf. Figure 10a. The accelerated rate of REs on fault A thus implies that the coseismic slip distri-
butions of the 2011 M9.0 main shock and of its immediate M7.9 aftershock just offshore Kanto preferentially
occupy this band in the vicinity of fault A.

We calculated the change in Coulomb stress for three slip models of the 2011 ruptures: (1) the Ide et al. [2011]
solution plus the M7.9 tapered slip dislocation of Toda and Stein [2013]; (2) the variable slip azimuth, and (3)
the fixed slip azimuth solutions of Perfettini and Avouac [2014]. For cases (2) and (3), the slip corresponds to the
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Figure 10. Coulomb stress change on (left) fault A and (right) fault B generated by triangular dislocations paving the
PAC plate, for 1 m of dip slip for each dislocation. We map the value of this stress change created by a given triangular
dislocation at the location of this triangle. The locations of maxima of afterslip are shown with thin white ellipses
[Perfettini and Avouac, 2014] and with thick dashed white ellipses [Ozawa et al., 2012].
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Table 1. Coseismic Coulomb Stress Changes in Bars for a Friction
Coefficient of 0.4, Calculated on Faults A and Ba

Model Fault A Fault B

1 −0.15 1.42
2 1.02 0.87
3 0.28 1.03

a
The three models are described in the text.

cumulative slip over 1 day, thus effectively including the M7.9 aftershock. Results are summarized in Table 1.
The two models of Perfettini and Avouac [2014] are thus coherent with the observed rate increases on both
faults A and B.

Afterslip on the Pacific slip interface is found south of the main rupture, as well evidenced by the clockwise
rotation of GPS displacements in the Kanto region, compared to the coseismic displacements (Figure 6). Local
maxima in the postseismic slip on PAC are effectively found both by Ozawa et al. [2012] and by Perfettini and
Avouac [2014], albeit with differences in their exact locations, cf. Figure 10. These maxima yield from 0.8 to
1.1 m [Perfettini and Avouac, 2014] and from 1 m to less than 2 m [Ozawa et al., 2012] of slip, for 279 days and
214 days, respectively. On top of this afterslip, slow slip on the Philippine Sea plate off Boso occurred at the
end of October 2011 with a maximum slip of 0.3 m over about a week time [Hirose et al., 2014].

Afterslip on PAC acts to further load fault B. On the contrary, fault A is unloaded by −0.43 to −0.13 bars for
the variable and fixed slip azimuth solutions of Perfettini and Avouac [2014] and an unknown (but negative)
amount for Ozawa et al. [2012] based on the location of the closest maximum in a strong negative contribution
lobe, see Figure 10. This can explain why the rate of REs on fault A has decayed at a faster pace than on fault
B. We moreover note that the RE time series on fault A exhibit, from the end of 2012 to the end of 2013, a rate
lower than the pre-Tohoku rate, consistent with the unloading by afterslip (Figure 9).

We estimate how coseismic and postseismic slips, including accelerated creep on faults A and B, have affected
stress on the locked portion of the Philippine Sea plate in Kanto. We compute the individual changes in
Coulomb stress on the source of the 1923 M7.9 Kanto earthquake of Matsu’ura and Iwasaki [1983], for 1 m of
dip slip on each triangular dislocation of the modeled PAC upper surface, see Figure 11. Coseismic slip acted
to decrease failure stress on the fault by −0.005 bars for all three coseismic models, while postseismic slip,
including accelerated creep on faults A and B, has the opposite effect of positively loading this fault: +0.019
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 10, but for the updip locked portion of
the Philippine Sea plate that ruptured during the 1923 M7.9
earthquake (25∘ dip, 294∘ strike, and 144∘ rake; [Matsu’ura and
Iwasaki, 1983]).

bars (postseismic), +0.002 bars (creep on A
after 1 year), and less than 0.001 bars (creep
on B after 1 year). Moreover, the October
2011 off-Boso SSE also contributed to add
+0.014 bars of Coulomb stress on this fault.
These changes are all small and are aver-
aged over the 95 km × 54 km fault surface.
Larger changes are thus expected locally on
the fault, although they remain modest; for
example, the 2011 Boso SSE generated a max-
imum of +0.06 bars at the eastern tip of the
fault. The stress changes on the 1923 Kanto
earthquake fault caused by the 2011 main
shock and subsequent slip events, are thus
barely significant. They can, for example, be
compared to the stressing rate correspond-
ing to an earthquake cycle with 30 bars of
stress drop and 500 years of return time,
hence 0.06 bars/yr. The stress perturbations
thus amount to less than a year of interseis-
mic loading. This estimation, however, relies
on the limited spatial extents of our faults A
and B and on the strong uncertainties on both
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the return time and the stress drop of the characteristic Kanto earthquake. Accelerated creep on much larger
surfaces would have a stronger impact in these stress calculations.

5. Conclusions

Following the 2011 M9.0 Tohoku earthquake, a remarkable increase in seismicity has affected the Kanto
region. However, this increased activity has relaxed to pre-Tohoku rates on crustal faults and is in the pro-
cess of doing so (as of June 2014) on deep sections of the Philippine Sea plate characterized by creep and
repeating earthquakes. On the contrary, very little relaxation is observed on creeping portions of the Pacific
plate; also, GPS inversions find secondary maxima of afterslip on this plate in the Kanto region. However, this
acceleration of creep and silent slip, as well as direct coseismic effects, only less affect the stress state of the
hypothesized source fault of the 1923 Kanto earthquake, that correspond to the strongly locked updip portion
of the Philippine Sea plate in this region.
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